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Abstract 
 

Following master thesis “Compact design of fish processing 

equipment and implementation of lean tools” contains description and 

technical information about newly developed fish processing equipment 

which includes 122 sub-assemblies and 626 parts. Completely new 

technical documentation was created and used to manufacture real and 

functional prototype.  

Main goal is to design new robust module, create correct and 

functional technical documentation, implementing new technical 

solution based on research and analysis of existing theoretical 

information and operational equipment. Additional goal is to bring fresh 

ideas, new conventional models on existing fish processing industry 

market.  

As well this thesis contains information about path which 

company SEAC AB chooses to implement lean manufacturing to its 

production. Following chapter will reveal steps SEAC AB selects to 

implement lean manufacturing, difficulties company faces and solutions. 

In the end of this chapter is presented new supply system which should 

in future simplify ordering and pricing. 

In the end of this thesis was developed and designed new robust 

module of fish processing machine. In this machine were implemented 

technical solutions based on research and analysis of existing theoretical 

information and comparisons made during development. As well was 

created and implemented new system of price comparison for parts and 

units manufactured by the company. 

 

Key words: SEAC AB, sea food, sea food equipment, fish morphology, 

fish processing equipment, robust design, supply chain, lean 

manufacturing, sustainable production. 
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Sammanfattning 
Detta exjobb med titeln “ Kompakt konstruktion av utrustning 

för fiskförädling och implementering av lean-verktyg” innehåller 

beskrivningar och teknisk information om nyligen utvecklade 

fiskförädlingsutrustningar vilka inkluderar 122 detaljsammansättningar 

och 626 delar.  Helt ny teknisk dokumentation skapades och användes 

för att tillverka fysiska och väl fungerande prototyper. 

Målet har varit att konstruera en ny robust modul, skapa korrekt 

och funktionell teknisk dokumentation, implementera nya tekniska 

lösningar som är baserade på resultat inhämtade från forskning, 

existerande teoretisk information och använd arbetsutrustning. Utöver 

detta är målet att komma fram med färska idéer och presentera nya 

konventionella modeller på den nuvarande fiskindustrimarknaden.  

Detta examensarbete innehåller även information om vilket 

tillvägagångssätt företaget SEAC AB har valt för att implementera lean-

tänkandet i sin produktion. I följande kapitel presenteras vilka åtgärder 

SEAC AB har vidtagit för att implementera lean-tänkandet på företaget, 

svårigheter man stött på och hur man angripit/löst dessa utmaningar. Ett 

nytt försörjningssystem visas vilket i framtiden kommer att förenkla 

orderhantering och prissättning. 

I slutet av detta examensarbete presenteras en ny robust modul 

för fiskförädling som har konstruerats och utvecklats. I denna maskin 

har tekniska lösningar implementerats som baserar sig på studier och 

analys av existerande teoretisk information samt jämförelser gjorda 

under utvecklingsarbetet. Ett system för prisjämförelser av delar och 

enheter tillverkade av företaget har också tagits fram och 

implementerats. 

Nyckelord: SEAC AB, skaldjur, skaldjursutrustning, fisk 

morfologi, fiskbearbetningsutrustning, robust konstruktion, supply 

chain, lean manufacturing, hållbar produktion. 
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Introduction 
My master thesis subject is “Compact design of fish processing 

equipment and implementation of lean tools” this is very interesting 

topic as there are plenty companies which are creating different type of 

equipment for different production fields. There daily task is to create 

rigid and sustain design which will be profitable to manufacture and 

efficient in production field to compete with competitors products. One 

of the most difficult challenges is to sustain long term production which 

will help to establish strong position on the market and to obtain loyal 

customers. 

1.1. SEAC AB 
To study this topic I joined small Swedish company SEAC AB 

which mainly was doing maintenances and renovation of fish processing 

machines. Company has set new strategic mission to design and develop 

their own machines. By using their experience and knowledge company 

have a view of new machine design but as company planning in future 

mainly develop only their own machines company wants to use 

philosophy and strategy of Lean Production which should help to 

develop sustainable production. Company’s strategy includes creating 

certain machines for certain customers. This decision was made because 

of high competitiveness on this market which makes it very hard for a 

small company but having something big companies are not good 

enough SEAC AB creates opportunity for success. As for the first step to 

development of its own machines SEAC AB selected machine type, 

company have most experience with, nobbing machine.  Nobbing 

machine is fundamental to create fish processing line of the first stage. 

1.2. History of SEAC AB 
Before proceeding deep down into thesis I would like to 

introduce SEAC AB and describe how company was founded survived 

and took strong position on its market field. 
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SEAC AB was founded in 1992 by Mr. Ulf Groenqvist, former 

export manager of Norden Seafood Machinery. The business idea was to 

repair/renovate “old” ARENCO and VMK fish processing machines, 

with original parts and give one year guarantee on all sold machines all 

over the world. 

The company started with small work shop and a crew of three 

people. In 1996 company moved to another premises where doubled 

amount of employee and delivered over 220 machines in 36 different 

countries. In 2009 SEAC AB started redesigning and improving existing 

original machines according requests from the customers with the vision 

that this will attract and suit clients more. At the same time SEAC AB 

started to have difficulties of finding raw material “old machines”. Tha’t 

was a starting point when company started to brainstorming idea of 

making its own build equipment. The final decision about staring 

producing own equipment was made in 2010, that is the year started to 

do first serious tests and searching for right moment to lunch the 

production. Recently (2012) SEAC changed its workshop once again 

which is as expected will become home for all new machines which will 

be developed in nearest future. 

1.3. Objectives  

During my internship at SEAC AB I needed to: 

 study and analyze existed models of this type of machines 

 understand their working principles and properties 

 possibility to create universal machine of this type 

Based on above mentioned tasks I needed undependably create 

analysis of following equipment. I based on my analysis on company 

experience and materials I was able to find from different sources and 

provided in the company. I used videos and graphs which company was 

able to obtain during its existence. My main goals were to analysis 

different concepts of the machine, identify their benefits and based on 

this knowledge creating and develop equipment which will meet 

company’s criteria and will be able to take place on the market.  
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During my research I learned different ways how to process the fish, 

some of them are used on Scandinavian market other ones are more 

preferable in Asia and South Europe market. Most of the equipment is 

similar but there are different ways how they are performed which as 

well influence on efficiency of machine performance and manufacturing 

cost. 

To achieve goal of my thesis I needed not only to study existed fish 

processing machines, their working principles and properties of their 

design but as well I needed to carefully study product this machines are 

processing… fish. Product (fish) properties are very special and 

nonlinear. This product essentially depended on many factors for 

example geographical location, species, weight, length and other 

properties which are difficult to measure and predict.  
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Basics of the seafood equipment design. 
It is very important in the process of analyzing the fish and 

seafood processing equipment and the principles of its operation to know 

the basic requirements for this type of equipment. These requirements 

are set out below. 

The machines and equipment should consist of separate blocks, 

making it easier to disassemble, move and assemble machines for the 

installation and repair. 

Machines, appliances and sub equipment should be designed and 

constructed so as to ensure maximum use and preservation of nutritional 

value of raw fish and seafood in processing. It is unacceptable that any 

lubricants, rust or other foreign objects would get inside operational 

areas of the machinery and apparatuses. 

Working parts and their surfaces in contact with fish and seafood 

should be made of corrosion-resistant materials. Structures of the 

working mechanisms must ensure full accessibility for washing, 

cleaning and sanitizing, as well as maintenance works. Cavities, ledges, 

or crevices on the working surface of machinery make difficult the 

sanitization. 

Electrical motors, starting equipment, measuring and regulating 

devices should be installed so as to prevent ingress of water on them. 

The use of synthetic materials with low density, sufficient 

mechanical strength, high elasticity and durability in many cases lead to 

a decrease in weight of the machinery, increasing its reliability and 

durability, reduces labor input and costs of manufacturing. 

Machinery and equipment must meet safety requirements, the 

noise they create at work should not exceed permissible limits. To do 

this, static and dynamic balancing of rotating parts of machines and 

progressively moving masses must be performed. Imbalance causes 

vibration of parts of the building, excessive wear of parts and 
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components of machinery, increased noise, increased consumption of 

power, and in some cases can cause serious accidents.  
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Analytical data 
In order to make sustainable design of the fish and seafood 

processing equipment it is necessary to know and understand 

morphological properties of the fish, resistance properties of the fish 

body, form/shape of the body and etc.  

3.1 Fish Morphology 
Morphometrical characteristics of fish – it is the ratio of its body 

length and other parameters that determine the shape of the body, 

geometrical dimensions of particular parts of the body (head, belly, etc.), 

or the body weight. In this way the key parameter is the fish body length 

L. There are various methods of determining the fish body length in 

relation to what is deemed as the length. Fish length is divided – the 

absolute or total length (zoological) Lt (Figure 3.1), Lt is the distance 

from the fish’s “nose” upper part to  the tail fin fan end, industrial length 

(absolute length), that is the distance from the “nose” upper part to the 

tail fin fan beginning or the scale body end Lp. [11] 

There are various morphometrical measures schemes, which are 

determined by the type of fish to be measured, as well as further uses of 

the measurement results. For the optimal mode of separating the fish 

viscera during the processing, it is necessary to know the belly 

parameters – geometrical dimension, and obtain the same by measuring 

the belly elements. To determine the head separation line, the tail fin 

separation line, as well as develop the technological tools, with which 

these processes will be made, the head length Lh measurements are 

carried out – the distance from the “nose” upper part to the end of gill 

cover, and the fish body length measurements Lp – the distance from the 

“nose” upper part to the end of the scaly body. [11] 
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Figure 3.1 Measuring Scheme 

Head separation Line: 

a- Straight (non-economic) 

b- Pitched 

c- Circular 

d- Angular 

Fish morphometrical characteristics include the fish mass index 

and body surface area. In shape the fish may be spindle-shape (sharks, 

tuna, mackerel fishes), sagittal (saury), flat (flounder, bream) and snake-

like (eel, lamprey, swordfish) [11] 

The relation between the fish body linear parameters is usually 

expressed as connection of these parameters with the total or industrial 

body length changes, such as [11]: 

(               )          Equation 3.1  
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Where:  Lp – industrial fish body length (cm) 

  Lh – head length (cm) 

  Lf – distance from the “nose” beginning to the fin 

(pectoral, dorsal or anal) (cm) 

  L1, L2 – distance from the “nose” beginning to the 

maximum cross-section and the center of gravity (cm) 

  B, H – fish body thickness and height (cm) 

3.2 Fish Body Cross-Section 
It’s important to study fish body cross-section as clarifies and 

provides understanding for majority of fish processing operations. Like 

sorting (grading) the fish automatically, 

pressing it, cutting, filleting and other 

technological processes. In most of the cases, 

the fish is divided into two – three size 

groups (fractions) according to the body 

length. As a result, each fraction consists of 

fish, whose length is within specified ranges. 

[12] 

For example, the small sardines 

consists of fish with length of 8 – 12 cm, the 

medium sardines fraction are fish 12 – 18 cm 

long and so on. 

Cross-section of body of all kinds of 

fish is characterized by an ovality (roundness) 

factor, which shows how much the fish cross-section fills the circle with 

diameter equaling to the body width (height) and its cross-section area. 

[11] 

Coefficient of ovality of round and oval cross-sections type of 

the fish body (in %). 

Figure 3.2 Fish cross-

section 
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       Equation 3.2 

 

H; B – the greatest height and width of the fish’s body, 

cm, respectively 

Flat fish (flounder) (in %) 

   
 

 
       Equation 3.3 

Where:  a – flounder body thickness (cm) 

Various species of fish can be determined with the roundness 

factor.  

Table 3.1  Fish cross-section table 

 

Fish Coefficient of ovality 

% 

Cross-section type of the 

fish 

Cod (dorse) 81.8 Round 

Merluza 70.8 – 57.8 Round 

Patasu 53.7 – 59.8 Oval 

Sprat 50.0 Oval 

Herring 36.6 – 46.6 Oval 

Bream 28.8 – 36.4 Oval 

Brett 

(flounder) 
13.5 – 18.6 Flat 

Flounder 8.9 – 14.7 Flat 

 

3.3 Fish weight and mass characteristics 
Fish weight (gravity) – this is the strength characteristics needed 

to calculate the coefficient of friction, force pressure on the plane and 

other indicators. Fish weight that is the power by which it acts on the 

plane, but the fish mass characteristics the quantity of product which is 

included in the different volumes. This characteristic quantity is required 

for estimation of fish transportation, fish processing equipment design, 

etc. Ratios are obtained from these two characteristics quantities, such as 
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specific gravity, density and bulk mass. Specific gravity of fish ϒ (N/m
3
) 

is understood to be the ratio of its weight to volume. [11] 

  
 

 
     Equation 3.4 

Where: G – one fish weight; (N) 

  W – one fish body volume: m
3
 

Specific gravity of live and fresh fish with a diminished 

swimming bladder is close to 9810 N/m
3
. It allows you to transport the 

fish with a water flow through the flumes. Dressed fish and parts of their 

body are larger than unit 1 and are submerged in water. Specific weight 

of different dressed fish ranges from 10500 to 10800 N/m
3
. [11] 

One fish density ρ (g/m
3
) is understood to be a ratio of mass to volume 

(mass per volume unit). 

  
 

 
     Equation 3.5 

Where: M – one fish mass; (g) 

  W – one fish volume; (m
3
) 

Fish mass is used to select technological way of processing the 

fish. Fish mass used to identify possible output of waste after the 

processing operations to calculate profitability of this processes. Mass 

characteristics depend on its spices, gender and season when it was 

caught.  Average amount of mass consistency is shown in the table 

below (Table 3.2): 
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Table 3.2 Average weight consistency of the fish 

Fish Mass, % mass of whole fish 

Head Meat Skin Bones Fins Scale Viscera 

Atlantic  

herring 

12.5 62.0 - 6.5 1.5 1.5 15.0 

Sardinella 21.0 58.0 - 6.5 1.5 2.5 9.5 

Anchovy 20.5 54 3.0 4.0 2.0 1.0 14.0 

Atlantic 

cod 

20.0 49.0 3.5 8.0 2.0 - 16.0 

Hake 16.5 5.4 2.0 6.0 2.0 1.5 16.5 

Burbot 21.0 42.0 8.0 9.0 3.0 - 15.0 

Sea perch 28.5 45.0 4.5 9.0 2.5 - 9.0 

Atlantic  

mackerel 

22.5 50.0 2.0 8.0 1.0 - 14.5 

Horse  

mackerel 

25.0 48.0 3.0 9.5 2.5 - 14.5 

Saury 14.0 74.5 - - - - - 

 

3.4 Compression Strength 
Fish body strength significantly affects their mechanical 

treatment with knife disks, clamping accessories that are used to transfer 

fish during the processing, as well as the water flow operation on 

separating the fish viscera and transfer. [12] 

One of the fish body strength factors is its resistance to 

compression. This factor is essential for designing the compression 

mechanisms, which are used to load fish with transporters to processing 

facilities. In many cases, this factor is used for manufacturing equipment 

for the fish storage in bunkers, bath, shelving, for transportation by 

pressure pipeline, as well as for pressing equipment. [12] 
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Fish body compression strength is measured as the amount of 

force applied to the whole body of the fish or fish area unit under the 

compression load. The following loads, under which the fish body is not 

subjected to deformation, are summarized in Table 3.3. 

 

Table 3.3 Fish body compression strength table 

 

Fish Maximum compression 

strength (in Pa) 

Fresh (at normal 

compression) 

20 

Atlantic herring  

Fresh 20 – 30 

Salted 20 

 40 

 148 

 

If the compression deformation does not exceed the sample 

flexibility limits, then the sample returns to its original size after a rapid 

removal of the load. 

At the momentary load application moment, in the specific 

pressure area (in the fish pressing point), fish flesh has a flexible body 

characteristics and is subject to Hooke’s Law, at temperature 10-15 °C, 

in the range of 0 to 0.48 Pa. At the load applying across the fish fibers, it 

increases by 20%. [11] 

3.5 Fish friction 
To manufacture different types of equipment and machinery used 

for the transportation and processing of fish products, it is necessary to 

study and know behavior of the fish friction on different surfaces, as 

well as between the fish. Therefore it becomes necessary to know the 

relevant friction coefficient and the natural inclination angles for fish 

and fish products. 
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External friction between the solid body surface and internal 

friction between the parts of the body are distinguished. The latter term 

refers mainly to the liquid and gaseous bodies exposed to the law of 

hydraulics. [12] 

External friction of the body is divided – either the static friction 

(when at rest) or the friction between the bodies (friction in movements 

between bodies, which are moving relative to one another). [12] 

Static friction with small error complies with Amonton’s law 

formulated at the end of the XVII century. 

        Equation 3.6 

Where:  

F – force of friction, i.e. strength, which restricts a given body 

gliding along the surface of another body, kG; 

N – normal press force of one body to another body kG; 

µ – friction coefficient (infinite). 

It is possible to assume that one of the friction bodies is a plane, 

which is placed at an angle α to the horizontal plane, and the other body 

is placed on that inclined plane (Figure 3.3). If angle of inclination α is 

continuously increasing, then reaching the relevant size, the body 

staying in rest on the plane before that starts gliding across it. The value 

α denotes the degree of the angle of slipping or the angle of friction, and 

its tangent equals to the friction coefficient. [12] 

        Equation 3.7 

When the falling bodies drop freely, they form a cone, an angle 

at the base, which is called the natural inclination angle. The concept is 

very important, because in many cases fish is treated as the falling 

bodies dropping them in a pile. Apparently the natural inclination angle 

depends on the friction between individual fish within entire fish mass. It 

is possible to name this friction the internal friction in the fish mass. It 
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should not be confused with the internal friction in liquid and gaseous 

bodies, as mentioned above. [12]  

 

Figure 3.3 Inclined plane 

From more detailed point of view friction obeys to the binomial 

friction law, which includes not only environmental friction forces 

between bodies, but as well molecular gravity. [12] 

            Equation 3.8 

Where: 

µ – friction coefficient (infinite). 

N – normal press force of one body to another body kG; 

N0 – the force of molecular attraction between the bodies 

being in friction; 

The force of molecular attraction depends on the body frictional 

contact area. 

           Equation 3.9 

Where:  

P0 – the force of molecular attraction affecting the area 

unit in direct contact; 

S0 – direct contact area of the body friction. 
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The coefficient of friction tends generally to be larger case of 

static friction than at the friction motion, and its value is reduced at the 

speed increase in relevant movements. This is why the coefficient of 

friction reduces, as there is grease between the friction bodies in the 

form of fat, water, etc. [12] 

For now, the friction physics is little studied, and this sector lacks 

special research papers. However, there are some data allowing 

calculating the practically important values; fish sliding angles and 

external friction coefficient (at rest and in motion) with respect to the 

surface of various materials, the friction between the fish and the natural 

inclination angles. The observation allow to conclude that the fish 

friction coefficient depends on many factors, such as the kind of fish, the 

fish length, surface area, body shape, fin shape and hardness, fish 

condition (live, slated, etc.), the time when they are caught, breaking of 

the fish, the fish orientation on space relative to the axis of their motion 

and the sliding plane material fiber, and other factors. [12] 
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Research & Development 
Fish processing plants have a large number of fish processing 

machines of various types and designs, designed for processing and 

cleaning a quite large number of species of fish of all sizes – from small 

of large. 

Below is described type of fish processing machine which 

company SEAC AB selected as fundamental machine for own 

generation of SEAC AB machines. 

Nobbing machine for nobbing small-sized, medium sized and big 

fish for canning. The machine is mainly designed for cutting small-sized 

fish for canning. It removes a fish’s head and part of the viscera, i.e., 

esophagus, stomach and other inedible parts of the viscera as well tail fin 

with a part of the tail-stem. When the head and viscera are being 

removed, they use the fact that the head and viscera are quite firmly 

connected through the esophagus. Therefore, head is incised with two 

knives from the back of the head or isthmus without cutting the 

esophagus and, with second pair of dull knifes head is drawn aside, and 

viscera are following the head are pulled out as well. 

The machine (Figure 4.1) consists of frame on which are 

mounted a chain conveyor with fish pockets, driving system which 

connects with all units over the machine, measuring device which 

measures each fish individually and increasing output off yield, knives 

for head incision and knives for head removal, mechanical nose stop, 

gutting rollers for viscera disposal (extra cleaning measure), push-back 

system feeding fish to the tail removal, as well as a water system and 

security systems which should provide security for the workers. 

Process conveyor, measuring device, head removal knifes and 

gutting rollers are driven by an electric motor of 0.75 kW operating 

through a gearboxes and chain wheels driving system. Knives for head 

incision are driven by a second electric motor of 0.37 kW operating also 

through a chain wheels driving system. It was necessary to add 

additional motor of 0.37 kW for tail cut operation. 
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To remove the head and viscera, the conveyor has second pair of 

knives which are dull and working based on scissors principal, knifes 

breaking back bones of the fish with undercut head after such operation 

head is released from the body and fall to the downfall shoot the 

esophagus are following the head as they are not cut away from the head 

[p.9]. After “cutting” knifes there are also located two ribbed rollers 

(gutting rollers), which grip the end of the esophagus and pull through it 

the entire gastrointestinal tract, as shown in the flow chart of the 

machine (Figure 4.2).  

After the fish viscera are removed, small-sized fish fall under a 

stream of water, which moves it to the stop of the tail fin bringing them 

under the blade of cutting knife the bigger fishes are pushed under the 

tail cutting knife by mechanical “push-back” unit this is done because 

big fishes have better consistency of viscera. After fish is pushed under 

tail cutting unit blade cuts off the tail section. In the latter case, fish can 

be transported to the sectioning cutting device where fish can be cut into 

pieces (such as saury) or into trunks (such as sardines, herring). As well 

optional solution is transfer unit which can transport fish into following 

station (cutting machine) like filleting or skinning machine. 
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Figure 4.1 Nobbing Machine 

A. Machine stand B. Main drive C. Back drive 

D. Measuring device E. Head cutting device F. Head measuring device 

G. Gutting device H. Gutting rollers’ drive I. Push back unit 

J. Tail cut unit K. Fish pockets L. Tightening plate 

M. In-feed table   

 

Figure 4.2 Flow chart of fish processing 

1. Fish pockets 2. Head measuring pocket 3. First pair of knifes 

4. Second pair of knifes 5. Gutting rollers 6. Nobbed fish&tail cut 
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Description of Nobbing machines’ units 

4.1. Machine stand 
All machines consist from multiply machine elements which 

operating within overall structure of the machine or in other words 

frame. Aim of this element (frame) is to support shafts which are held by 

the bearings, which are locked in housed within a box, which is attached 

to the rigid surface or plane. The main principles of such element: 

 Rigidity 

 Life cycle  

 Size and weight 

 Noise 

 Corrosion resistance and environmental consideration 

 Service access 

 Assembly consideration 

 Security and safety 

Most common requirement for the frame is deflection limitation to 

bending or twisting. For such purpose most common elements for 

creating frame are beams or different type of profiles. Attention to visual 

look of the frame is not usually designated as highest priority for 

designers but as all products designed to be sold later on. Shape of 

designed product is significantly important.  

4.1.1. Design of the 1st machine stand 
The first prototype of the nobbing machine frame was designed by 

using rectangular profiles 30x30x3, from SS 2333 (AISI 304; stainless 

steel). This material is approved by European standards as material 

which allowed and must be used for designing food processing 

machines. Rectangular pipes are welded together with help of MIG 

welding operation. Additionally rectangular pipes are covered with sheet 

metal walls which supposed to protect and cover rectangular pipes and 

help to hang up on them processing units. 
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On Figure 4.3 we can observe how first prototyped frame was build 

and what kind of design solutions were used. By observing Figure 4.3 

we can see step by step magnification of frame cross section.   

Advantages of this frame were: 

 increased rigidity  

 no shaking or twisting momentum during transportation 

and operational process 

 higher hygienically properties 

Disadvantages of this frame were: 

 high cost  

 very difficult maintenances during assembly  

 difficult access ability 

High cost was caused by big amount of welding which as well 

caused difficulties to keep geometrical tolerances. 

Big amount of profiles caused difficulties during the assembly as 

many holes for screws were not correctly positioned during 

manufacturing as they have been drilled by human operators not by 

CNC machines. As well rectangular profiles as the result were causing 

difficulties for people to assemble the machine. 

A B C 

Frame Cross section Magnification of 

cross-section 

Figure 4.3 Design of the 1
st
 machine stand 
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4.1.2. Design of the 2nd machine stand 

After making analysis of faults and costs it was decided that 

frame should be changed. Out of that analysis was developed 2
nd

 

prototype frame. (Figure 4.4) 

 

A B C 

Frame Cross section Magnification of 

cross-section 

Figure 4.4 Design of the 2
nd

 machine stand 

The second prototype of the frame was designed by using sheet 

plates with thickness of 6mm. Those plates were bended from the both 

sides which provide additional strength to the whole construction. 

Second prototype consisted from four main walls which have been 

linked together by smaller links plates and fastened by hardware.  

Advantages of this model were: 

 cheaper manufacturing price  

 possibility to manufacture main walls on CNC cutting 

machines as well connection links 

 design eliminated most of the welding operations  

 possibility to have different length of the machine (as 

front part of the machine has always same dimensions but 

the end of the machine have three type of length which 

give customer opportunity to select what kind machine he 

wants which influence on the productivity of the 

machine) 
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Disadvantage of this frame were: 

 still difficult maintenances 

 difficult manufacturing process. 

Difficult maintenances were caused by big amount of assembly 

points; people spent a lot of time screwing links together. 

Difficult manufacturing process were during bending process as 

after cutting operation walls had all fastening holes and if bending 

operation was unsuccessful the whole piece was ruined. 

4.1.3. Design of the 3rd machine stand 
Revising two prototypes described above company saw high 

potential in improved version of the frame but still improvements were 

needed to be done. After long discussions with assemblers in production 

floor and manufactures was decided to go for next improvement step. 

 

A B C 

Frame Cross section Magnification of 

cross-section 

Figure 4.5 Design of the 3
rd

 machine stand 

The third prototype of frame was based on second. But instead of 

using big amount of hardware most of the holes were substitute with 

tapped holes which increased speed of maintenance but on other side 

increased manufacturing cost and delivery time. 
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4.2. Main drive 

Main drive of the Nobbing machine 

FPM 200 consists of screen plate which 

holds main motor and Tail cutting unit. 

Screen plate prolonged slots on the side 

which allows regulate and adjust 

position of the main motor. These 

adjustments are necessary to process 

different type of the fish sizes, from 

small fishes to very large ones (from 80 

fish/kg up to 2 fish/kg).  Main drive as 

well includes chain sprockets which 

drive conveyor belt with fish pockets and drive rest of the units 

(measuring device, head-cutting device and gutting unit). On the other 

side of the motor shaft is supported with SKF bearing housing. This 

bearing housing made from polyester material, inside bearing unit is 

installed self-alignment bearing which is sealed from both sides with 

sealing. [14]  

Main motor of 0,75kW operates at speed of 1400rpm. The motor is 

connected to variator drive. This allows increasing or decrease speed of 

the drive. The motor was selected through calculations of required fish 

processing amount and dimensions of designed machine. 

Nr.of rot. = number of fish. on diameter of the sprocket [5, 7] 

4.3. Back drive 
Back drive is necessary to tension the 

conveyors chain. The both conveyor chain 

(fish and head pocket chain) are necessary 

to be tensioned, this units as well serves to 

avoid angle shifting of the shaft. Later if 

chain is worn out and tensioning is 

becoming insufficient it is necessary to 

shorten chain by removing one pocket. 

Figure 4.6 Main drive 

Figure 4.7 Back drive 
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The wear of chain may be increased if chain is tensioned more than 

it required. 

The shaft of the back drive is fastened by two bearing units which 

have self-alignment bearings which prevents and eliminates geometrical 

tolerance imprecisions. [7]   

4.4. Measuring device 
Measuring device is special unit which excels SEAC Nobbing 

machine from many other competitors’ machines. Its duty is to measure 

each fish individually which allows to identify size of the fish adjust 

nose stop for each fish and make head cutting procedure just right after 

gills. Principe of its operation is when the fish on the conveyor chain is 

moving towards the head cutting knifes measuring device measures the 

thickness of the fish and automatically adjust the movable head stop to 

the correct position for each individual fish, after all heads are cut off 

equally, i.e. with same length. [5, 6, 7] 

The difficult part of making this unit is keep in mind speed 

transmition between units and in the end result making measuring roller 

rotate with correct pitch relatively to fish pockets. Calculations of this 

A B 

Measuring device 
Cross section of the measuring 

device 

Figure 4.8 Measuring device 
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Figure 4.9 Head cutting device 

device can be found in appendix of this thesis.  

On Figure 4.8 is represented measuring device and its cross section 

where is possible to observe complexity of this unit and evaluate 

selected transmition. 

 

4.5. Head cutting device 
Head cutting device could be called as “heart” of the machine. It consists 

of solid frame which is at the same time fulfilling duties of the gear box 

which is possible to observe at Figure 4.9. To the frame are mounted two 

pair of knifes. First pair of knifes is sharp and similar to saw-toothed 

blades their main duty is to cut the fish behind the gills, before the head 

is severed by 

second pair of 

knifes. It is very 

important not to 

position knifes 

too close to 

each other 

otherwise they 

will cut through 

the gullet and 

the machine 

will not be 

able to remove 

the entrails. 

Second pair of 

knifes is dull and fulfill duties of scissors their main duty is not to cut the 

flash but to crush the back bone of the fish. During beheading the head, 

viscera are being removed simultaneously, the fact that the head and 

viscera are quite firmly connected through the esophagus. Therefore, 

head is incised with two knives from the back of the head or isthmus 

without cutting the esophagus and, with second pair of dull knifes head 

is drawn aside, and viscera are following the head are pulled out as well. 

First pair of knifes is driven by electrical motor of 0,37 kW, this direct 

drive connection is necessary to ensure clean cut and flash roughness 

[page 12-14 “fish friction” & “fish compression strength”] after 

beheading operation as second pair of knifes are dull. Second pair of 

A B 

Isometric view Back view (transmition) 
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Figure 4.10 Head measuring device 

 

knifes are driven from the main drive by chain transmition [Figure 4.9 

(B)]. From the same shaft which drive second pair of knifes is driven 

measuring device and gutting rollers drive. This ensures and helps to 

synchronize measuring wheal which measures each fish individually and 

correct speed ration between units.  

In the first prototype of head cutting gearbox all knifes were driven 

by plastic-rubber double-tooth belt but on open tests where shown that 

plastic-rubber belt could not cope with machine high speed it was 

starting to heat and therefore stretch out of that tension of the belt 

become loose. Stretching of the belt is normal procedure but according 

to the manufacturer max tolerances of stretching are ~5% of the total 

length. In this case length of stretching was on the safety limit or even 

overextend that’s why it was decided to substitute plastic belt with 

stainless steel chain ISO 06B. [5, 6] 

4.6. Head Measuring device 
Head measuring device is mechanical nose-stop which is fastened to 

the frame of head cutting device and connected with link to the 

measuring device. Its main purpose is to measure noses of the fish or 

stopping the fish on the certain distance when it measured and pushed by 

measuring device.  

This device 

consists of two 

moveable arms 

which connected 

via link to the 

measuring 

device. Same 

arms are 

connected to 

the special 

pocket or nose-stop which prevents fish of moving further. Additionally 

unit can be equipped with pressuring finger which secures that the fish 

doesn’t rotate when it get measured by measuring device. [5, 6] 

A B 

Isometric view Front view 
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4.7. Gutting device  
Gutting device is important part 

of the nobbing machine. This device 

is located after head cutting device. It 

mainly consists of two ribbed rollers 

(gutting rollers), which grip the end 

of the esophagus and pull through it 

the entire gastrointestinal tract. Top 

roller is attached to the movable arms 

which ensure smooth and gentle 

pressure so the rollers would not cut the entrails but grip them and gently 

remove from the fish. [5, 6] 

4.8. Gutting rollers’ drive 
Gutting rollers drive is required to 

convert speed from main drive to 

necessary to fasten gutting rollers so 

they reach efficient speed limit. This 

unit is equipped with two flange 

bearing units from SKF.  Bearing units 

are made from composite materials and 

supports driving shaft on the machine 

frame. [5, 6] 

4.9. Push-back unit 
Push-back unit is additional unit it is required when the tail is to be 

removed from the fish, the body of the fish is moved backwards in the 

fish pocket after removal of head and gut. This movement backwards 

can be done in one of two ways, either by means of water jet or by 

means of combination of water jet and mechanical device.  

Figure 4.11 Gutting Roller device 

Figure 4.12 Gutting rollers’ drive 
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If the machine is equipped 

with sizes F30 or F45, only water 

jets are used. For machines F60 

and F90, the combined water jet 

and mechanical movement is 

required. 

This unit mainly is a gearbox which have input shaft which 

connected to cordon and cordon connected to measuring device. Output 

shaft of this gearbox is equipped with rubber flap which pushes fishes 

towards Tail cutting unit. [5, 6] 

4.10. Tail cut unit 
Tail cut unit is used to remove tails when it’s required. This unit is 

equipped with electric motor of 0,37 kW. This motor is necessary to cut 

any type of the tail bone either it is small sized fish or big sized fish. 

When changing sizes between F90 

and F60, or between F45 and F30, no 

adjustments need to be made. But when 

changing F90/60 to F45/30 however 

there are a number of additional changes 

have to be made as fish pockets have 

different length F45/30 are 160 mm 

long and F90/60 are 260mm long.   

When changing sizes between F90 

and F60, or between F45 and F30, no 

adjustments need to be made. But when changing F90/60 to F45/30 

however there are a number of additional changes have to be made as 

fish pockets have different length F45/30 are 160 mm long and F90/60 

are 260mm long. 

4.11. Fish pockets (conveyor chain) 
Fish pockets form conveyor chain of nobbing machine. Machine can 

be equipped with four basic types of fish pockets. Each size is 

Figure 4.13 Push back unit 

Figure 4.14 Tail cut unit 
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specifically suits several types of fish varying sizes. The designation of 

the size parts, for example F60, indicates the approximately width of the 

fish pocket in mm. (Table 4.1) 

Table 4.1 Fish pockets sizes 

Size Pocket 

width in 

mm 

Type of fish Size of fish 

(fish per 

kg) 

F90 90 Icelandic herrin, large 

herring, mackerel 

2-9 

F60 60 Fladen herring, Scotish 

herring, Pilchard 

6-12 

F45 45 Small herring, Baltic herring, 

Sardines, Anchovies 

12-45 

F30 30 Sprats 45-80 

4.12. Tightening Plate 
Tightening plate is equipment 

which is required to press the fish to 

the bottom of the conveyor chain 

(fish pocket) and eliminate any 

foreign movement. Tightening plate 

starts pressing the fish on head 

cutting station and continues to press 

it until tail cut. Tightening plate 

consists of two arms made from 

rectangular profile (40x40x2) and 

plate. One of the arms is equipped with shaft and bronze bushing which 

allows another arm rotate. To secure enough pressure arms are 

connected with spring which holds tightening plate always in tension.  

  

Figure 4.15 Tightening table 
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4.13. In-feed table 

In-feed table is additional unit which is 

required to store the fish in-front of 

operators and provide them constantly 

with raw product. In-feed table can be 

substitute with automatic in-feeder 

equipment.  

Table consists of pair of legs which holds 

pallet, where operators can store raw 

product 

4.14. Transferring unit 
Transferring unit is additional 

unit which allows connecting to 

nobbing machine extra equipment 

like filleting equipment or skinning 

machine. It has rigid frame which is 

fastened to the main frame of the 

nobbing machine. A gear box which 

transfers the speed out of the main 

shaft and allows to drive transferring 

belt. [5, 6]  

Figure 4.16 In-feed table 

Figure 4.17 Transferring unit 
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Critics of the new nobbing machine 

The units of nobbing machine which are discussed in above 

chapter where build and tested in real conditions inside fish processing 

companies. During these trials where identified weakness and strength 

and off-course limitations and failures: 

 After testing machine in the field tests I identified that the design 

of the frame (machine stand) is not “user friendly”. Machine 

does perform what it is built for but during maintenances, 

installation, trimming and cleaning (washing). We identified that 

some areas have difficult access abilities which leads to 

additional time consumption or inability to be properly cleaned. 

 It can lead to machine will not be properly cleaned and 

some of processed product can stay in those areas and 

after a while they will decay or rot. 

 For the future development we want to foresee special 

holes or access point with spray system which can ensure 

proper cleaning. 

 Some of the guards where not protecting equipment from getting 

water on them. 

 It can lead to burning motors or destruction of machine 

elements which are not protected or partly protected from 

water. 

 As improvement we are planning to minimize amount of 

parts which can be influenced by water and substitute 

them with another elements.  

 Additionally during installation of the equipment I faced the 

problem that some of the greasing points have very difficult 

access to them. What is making hard for operators to go through 

all spots during time frame they have for maintenances. 

 It can lead to that operators will not notice them or skip 

them during maintenances which will lead to fast run out 

of the units. 
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 In future machines we are planning to minimize amount 

of greasing point and connect them with multiple units. 

That should shorten maintenance time and fasten it. 

 Gutting rollers are too stiff, when the entrails piece is getting 

between rollers instead of gentile removal rollers were cutting off 

the piece living most of the entrails in the body. 

 It lead to higher amount of not fully processed fish. 

(Increased mistake of the equipment) 

 For future equipment we recalculated torsion springs 

which should improve performance of the equipment. 

 Machine consist of high amount of different hardware which 

requires well prepared company which have all range of tools to 

adjust and fasten all machine’s hardware. 

 It leads to extended installation time and dissatisfaction of 

the customer. 

 We are planning to include tool kit with each sold 

machine. The cost should be included to the equipment 

purchasing cost.   
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Economical part 

5.1 Sustainable production and introduction of lean 

manufacturing to SEAC AB 
When SEAC AB is finishing development part and identifying 

currently best solution in the design, which could be counted as rigid and 

sustainable design. It’s time to develop environment into production 

floor and ensure that company will be able to lunch production of FPM 

200 “Nobbing machine” anytime it will be required. For that reason 

SEAC AB decided to implement some of lean manufacturing tools. 

SEAC AB consulted neighbor companies from its region which 

implemented lean manufacturing in its own production and try to find 

optimal formula for its own.  

During study process and finding key features SEAC AB 

selected priorities which would ground factors for implementation of 

lean manufacturing. Such factors where care of the people during 

elimination of main evil factors like: overload (muri), unevenness (mura) 

and activity which don’t add value (muda). Based on SEAC AB 

neighbor companies mistakes when companies forgets about respect of 

the people, often that turns “lean” in the “run-down production.” 

Big inspiration about how lean manufacturing should be applied 

was based on “TPS-Toyota Production Systems”. [2] Based on this book 

SEAC AB took basics of lean manufacturing structure which use image 

of the house. On support of this house is JIT (just in time). JIT principle 

shows how to create a flow of action (preferably one item at a time) 

using principles such as takt time. 
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Figure 5.1 SEAC AB lean manufacturing house 

Big part of SEAC AB’s focus is consumer. SEAC AB wishes to 

produce only what consumer demands, and only when he asks for it. In 

other words SEAC AB decided to implement for its new machines 

(products) pull system, SEAC AB wants customer to “pull” what is 

valuable to him, instead “push” him what we have. Finally, we never 

“overproduce”, which is one of the seven types of “death losses” 

according to “Toyota Production Systems”. 

Other support of the lean structure “house” is Jidoka, which 

ensure that SEAC AB makes quality products and eliminate as much as 

possible, and possibility to produce defected parts or equipment. Most 

important principle of lean manufacturing is closely linked with 

performances of the processes and elimination of defects. 

At the base of the “house” is located heydzunku (alignment of 

manufacturing processes). Implementing it, SEAC AB wants to smooth 

the production which will allow it to make better use of companies’ 

resources. 

Finally and absolutely important part for any company wishing 

to implement lean manufacturing, is a basis on the forms of 

standardization of work and kaizen.  

5.2 Basics of financial income 
There are different formulas and possibilities how to calculate 

expected profit, income expenses and loses. According to Taiichi Ohno 
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book “Workplace management” [10] it’s possible to represent 

companies profit three formulas. 

1. Cost – Expenses = Profit 

2. Profit = Cost – Expenses 

3. Cost = Expenses + Profit 

Mathematically all these formulas are the same but Ohno drew 

attention to the differences. 

Formula 3 

Let’s start with third formula (Cost = Expenses + Profit). 

According to Taiichi Ohno this formula is similar to how the 

government set the prices. For example, desired level of profit is 100 EU 

and production cost is 200 EU, than the price will be 300 EU. 

Formula 2 

This formula is  (Profit = Cost – Expenses) more intelligence and 

according Taiichi Ohno it’s more suitable for companies which produce 

high value products like luxury, because such companies do not reduce 

costs. 

Formula 1 

First formula is (Cost – Expenses = Profit) the one which 

describe lean manufacturing. In this formula, the value transposed to 

emphasize that the costs are there for us to cut them, and not increase 

them. The main idea of this formula is that the market sets the price, and 

the only sure way by which we can increase our profit, the reduction of 

costs. 

The main thing is that it is necessary to keep under control only 

one value: that part of formula which is designated as Cost. 

Depending on the product or services it’s possible to argue that 

it’s possible to control over the price. But, in the end, there is only one 
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thing that is completely under your control – it’s how much it costs you 

to manufacture products or services. 

5.3 On the way to sustainable lean production 
To establish and ensure successful lean manufacturing system 

companies should not forget about such an important things like: muda, 

muri and muri. 

Muda – means expenses or losses  

Mura – means unevenness. For example, mura occurs when 

operators are forced to work early in the morning like crazy but during 

second half of the day, they walking around workshop and don’t know 

what to do. The solution for such problems could be implementation of 

heydzunka.  

Muri – means “overload” of equipment or operators. For 

example, if your rack and audio-video equipment is designed for 

equipment weight 100 kilograms, and you instead use equipment which 

weight 215 kilograms it would create muri.  

But even three “M” are very dangerous for any production line 

there are much more enemies in the system of lean manufacturing: 

 Transportation 

 Inventory 

 Motion 

 Waiting 

 Overproduction 

 Over processing 

 Defects 

Depending on type of production or services there is one more 

enemy: Skills (when company inefficiently uses abilities of the 

employees) 
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5.4 Importance of standardization   

There are three main components which help to standardizes work: 

1. Cycle time. 

2. Job sequence 

3. Standard work in process (level of unfinished work). 

 

Figure 5.2 SEAC AB lean manufacturing house 

Cycle time – is the frequency with which your customer buy 

products. Often referred to a pulse output, because once you defined the 

cycle time, all processes must work within the cycle time, and maybe 

even better – faster within every new try. 

Common mistake is to measure with a stopwatch. This is wrong, 

because the cycle time must be calculated using the following formula: 

            
                      

                       
 

Cycle time – is more like a local low and implies that all 

processes have to work at this pace. Toyota for example works with 

cycle time of 50 – 60 seconds. 

The next element towards the standardization of work is 

standardization of work sequence. It just order in which the operator 

performs manual operations (including working and waiting). It is 

essential to determine the best consistency and stability. The goal of this 

element is whenever it’s possible, to reduce useless movements or any 

other actions that do not add value. 
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SEAC AB company which mainly was doing maintenances and 

renovation of fish processing machines before they lunched their own 

machines were doing limited amount of machine types. And for each of 

those machine types SEAC AB developed standard and individual 

procedures of renovation. That’s why SEAC AB already had 

experienced and implemented 5S system in its production line. Using 

already existed experience SEAC AB decided to implement 5S to the 

new machines.  

Basic steps of implementation of 5S: 

1. If workers need to do the work that he performs regularly 

(product assembly, call to the suppliers, quality control, etc.), 

worker should start with writing sequences he usually 

performs for particular case. 

2. Once worker wrote down all the steps, he should ask who 

does similar, or the same work to view his sequence, and find 

out if they agree with it. If they do differently it’s necessary 

to discuss with them the difference and see which way is 

fastest and easiest.  

3. When workers are trying to find optimal sequence of work, 

additionally it’s necessary to measure time frame required to 

perform each of these actions. 

4. When workers find optimal sequence and evaluation of the 

run-time, it’s necessary to come up with some standard 

procedures. There are some standard templates procedures 

for lean manufacturing written in the books which can be 

used as reference and example. The goal in this stage is not to 

achieve perfect result. Just create something that can be 

reflected on paper and in reality. 

5. When process sequence is identified and checked it’s 

necessary to write it down. After perform steps from this 

sequence with other colleges exactly as described in the 

document or documents, depending on how detailed is 

described the process. 
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Now when someone will figure out how to make it all better, and 

it really would be better, adjust the procedure. That’s what is called 

kaizen. 

5.5 Standard work in process (SWIP) 
Concept of standard work in process (SWIP) is not 

standardization of work now work in progress. SWIP is the minimum 

necessary in process inventory (work in process or WIP) to maintain 

Standard Work. [16] 

      
(                                          )

         
 

When the processed works in rhythm of takt time or faster: SWIP 

is usually less than one unit. The exception to this would be a situation 

where the cycle time of two sequenced processes is less than takt time.  

5.6 Importance of Judoka  
In the diagram of Toyota Production Systems “house” has two 

pillars. The first pillar is JIT – just in time (cycle time, one-piece flow, 

pull etc.). But there is another important pillar, which is Jidoka. 

 

Figure 5.3 SEAC AB lean manufacturing house 

Website of Toyota gives following definition for Jidoka: "automation 

with a human touch." [2] 

Judoka can be defined by four main stages: 

1. Determine abnormality or defects 

2. Stop the work you do … something is wrong! 
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3. Eliminate the problem. 

4. Examine the root which caused the problem and ensure that 

they do not occur again. 

Poka yoke – prevention of faults or mistakes, it’s a great tool to 

ensure Jidoka. Once you have determined origin of failure, the best 

control system is poka yoke. 

5.7 Heijunka in the front office 
Heijunka is located on the bottom of the fundament of the 

“house” diagram. Heijunka has the following definition in the dictionary 

of lean production: 

Alignment of the type and quality of production over a period of 

time. This allows the production effectively meet customer demand 

while avoiding the formation of the shipments of parts and leads to 

minimize inventories, capital expenditures, human effort and cycle time 

through the value of stream.  

Heijunkais usually related to production field, assuming that the 

factory can reconfigure machines in a certain way, aligned production 

system might look like this: 

AAA (c) BB (c) C (c) AAA (c) BB (c) C (c) AAA (c) BB (c) C (c) 

(c) – means the changeovers 

We can compare it with the way in which mass production 

companies are working with the same structure of demand, given that 

the conversion process in its last much longer that in lean 

manufacturing: 

AAAAAAAAA (c) BBBBBB (c) CCC 

5.8 Why Heijunka? 
There are many reasons for the introduction of heijunka. First, 

the production of large quantities is not optimal for many reasons for 

example if we will forecast and manufacture three times bigger amount 
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of product A and just slight amount of product B we might get more 

orders of product B instead of A because of tendencies on the market. 

Typically for mass production there exists effect of “whip”. 

Slight movement of the wrist (changes in demand) can lead to a 

powerful blow on the end of the whip. This means that even small 

fluctuations in supply can cause severe damage to whole plant, and in 

particular – our suppliers. 

When we align production throughout the value stream, 

including our suppliers, we can handle this much better. 

In addition, heijunka allows us build up more balanced schedule 

of our resources (equipment, personnel, etc.). Instead of forcing staff to 

stand in January and February, when demand reaches a minimum, and 

then ensure that they are running and company have to pay extra for 

overtime in October and November during  the peak season, we can 

align demand, producing approximately the same number of products 

throughout the year. 

In some cases this may lead to over-production and 

transportation of small amounts of stock at a time when demand is low, 

so that we ready for the peak season. Although it is not the best situation, 

it is far better than the alternative. 

Costs and construction price of the 

equipment 
To achieve all these goals mentioned above towards 

implementation of lean manufacturing. SEAC AB decided to develop a 

software system which would be able to show and calculate best 

possible price relatively required (expected or ordered) amount of the 

machines. Such software would make possible to have flexible 

production despite high amount of components. As well it would make 

easier for people from other departments like transport/supply make 

orders of different components and organize delivery. 
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This type of software would be in a certain way like glue that 

would bind big amount procedures and would make visible and easier to 

take right decision. Without such software production floor, design 

department and supply department would remain as individuals what 

would cause big amount of misunderstanding and confusion between 

employees.  

Requirements for such software would be: 

 Visibility of all parts 

 Possibility to forecast the cost of parts 

 Possibility to identify best supplier 

 Easy access to technical documentation to push the order 

Planning of software for SEAC AB: 

To create such a software first of all it was necessary to study 

suppliers of SEAC AB to identify how they making the pricing and see 

the pattern. [5]  

After careful studies of suppliers’ I was able identify three main 

patterns:  

1. Price includes only prices per piece and sometimes 

possibility for discount (usually this type of pricing is made 

by companies which operates with steel plates and produce 

mainly welded pieces – the reason is that despite the amount 

of pieces if there is involved labour work of welder price 

always will be the same.) [5] 

2. Price includes only prices per piece, sometimes possible 

discounts and prices are given in EU or other type of 

currency (this type of invoices are usually sent be foreign 

suppliers) 

3. Prices consist of two values (Stalprice [Installation price] & 

Work price) and sometimes possibility of discounts (this 

type of pricing usually given by companies who works with 

machined parts like: lathe, milling, grinding etc. This type of 
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companies usually use CNC machines which requires to 

install certain program after then operator just wait until all 

pieces will done by machines) [5] 

Analyzing this data it was possible to understand how type of 

pricing works what kind of coefficients or variables can be used to create 

required software.  

6.1 Creation of software for SEAC AB: 
On early 

stage of creation 

prototype of the 

software company 

(SEAC AB) didn’t 

have full picture 

how such software 

should look like and 

how some of the 

features should be 

operating and 

communicating 

between each other. 

For that purpose 

SEAC AB decided create prototype by using basic software application 

Excel office. 

To create a prototype model of the software it is necessary to 

have data base of all prices from all suppliers. For that reason were 

collected all invoices from prototype development and inputted into 

excel sheet. After long considerations and tests it was obvious and clear 

that each company should have exactly same data base with absolutely 

same codes and amount of parts and staying in exactly same order. 

After such data base was created each company had to have 

individual equation depending on its way of pricing and type discount 

reliefs it applies.  

Figure 6.1 Data base 
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For example company ZIWA which specialized on lathe and 

milling type machinery has fixed price which is installation price which 

required for certain type of part this price remains always the same and 

is not get influenced by the amount of pieces. Installation price should 

be added to work price multiplied by amount of pieces. That’s what we 

can see and identify cost if we want to order 1 or 5 pieces of this type of 

parts. Additionally ZIWA is providing discounts which influence on 

Installation price. (for example ZIWA will give us discount of 50% that 

would mean that Installation price will be reduced by 50%) 

On Chart 6.1 we can see how price relief described above would 

work. By observing chart 1 we can see that Blue trend resembles price 

for one set of the parts and Red trend resembles cost for three sets. On 

the chart are presented comparison between twenty-three different parts 

(which have their universal code, which is hidden and just designated 

with values from 1 to 23). By observing Chart 6.1 we can see how 

significantly can vary cost per part. If we would compare part Nr.2 we 

could see that cost per one piece would be 2200 SEK but if we would by 

three pieces at the same time it would give us cost of 1450 SEK per 

piece it would save us 750 SEK per piece, but of course it would mean 

that we would need forecast or sales and take risks.  

 SEK -

 SEK 500,0

 SEK 1 000,0

 SEK 1 500,0

 SEK 2 000,0

 SEK 2 500,0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Price relief chart 

Price for one set (Company 1) Price for three sets (Company 1)

Chart 6.1 Price difference 
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Figure 6.2 Creating individual equation 

After individual data base was created we need to make extra 

sheet which summarize and represents all data we stored for each 

company. 

On final page we have exactly same data as all individual 

companies this data base is located on the left side (highlighted with 

orange color [Figure 6.2]). Then we have comparison table with all 

prices given by all our supply companies (highlighted with green color 

[Figure 6.2]). On the right side we have comparison data (Best price 

[cheapest supplier price], company’s name, 2
nd

 best price and difference 

between two best prices.) We have two more important variables one of 

them is currency exchange rate table (highlighted with yellow color 

[Figure 6.2]) and variable number of machines (highlighted with purple 

color [Figure 6.2]). 
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Figure 6.3 Comparison table 

The data table which is represented on the final sheet is just a 

copy of the same data tables which is attached to each company. It helps 

to read and understand what kind of part we are comparing. As well this 

table by the help of the HYPERLINK is connected directly with the 

drawing and person who comparing files or want to make an order can 

open drawing and send it immediately to the supplier. 

 

Figure6.4 New logistic and pricing system for SEAC AB 

Before we will move to the comparison table we need to understand 

need and importance of the variable data.  

 Number of the machines 

 Currency exchange rate 
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Number of the machines – this variable helps us understand what 

kind of pricings we can get if instead of one set of parts we will order 

three. That’s helps us to integrate “push-pull” system into our 

production. And as well approach customer with a better offer like it was 

described in the chapter “financial income”. In this case it would give 

possibility to SEAC AB immediately see how much and where it is 

possible to lower the costs if customer wants to buy more than one 

equipment. This would lead SEAC AB to save some manufacturing 

costs on manufacturing. 

 

 

Figure6.5 New system’s forecasting 

Currency exchange rate – important variable as well as we have 

certain amount of companies which are working abroad and giving us 

invoices in EU or USD. This is very important factor as at certain stage 

we can see that exchange rate is very low and we can start production of 

certain parts just to make small overproduction but to win the better 

price for the company. Or try give our client better price. But we need to 

keep in mind that when we are checking possible pricing and making 
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decision to order parts the price currency exchange rate can change to 

the time when we actually need to pay invoice for the parts. That’s why 

currency exchange rate value should be studied additionally and maybe 

it is necessary to include additional forecasting method to make 

estimation more precise. 

 

Figure 6.6 Currency exchange rate 

Comparison table – to create comparison table between each 

company it was necessary to build up data sheet for each of those 

companies and to represent this data from all companies on the final 

sheet it was necessary to attach to each company sophisticated formula 

for each company. Each of these formulas is linked with certain 

company’s data sheet and part number. 

 

Figure 6.7 Comparison table 

After the comparison table was created we needed to extract data from 

it. 
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First step is to identify best price for each part among our 

suppliers, to do that we needed to take minimal price among suppliers 

companies. The very important part of this equation is to set up the rules 

that if value is 0 (zero) or negative than software should skip them and 

use only positive values. 

 

Figure 6.8 Best price 

Second step was to identify winner or represent company which 

has the best price. On this stage was important to make it visible for 

everybody which company has the best possible price. To solve this part 

of the problem I used INDEX function combined with MATCH 

function. This made it very clear and visible for everyone in the 

company. 

 

Figure 6.9 Match function 
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Next stage was to identify 2
nd

 best price among suppliers. This is 

necessary to know who is providing second best price. In case if the first 

company is occupied or have longer delivery SEAC AB can go for the 

second best price. So it’s not necessary to loose time and wait when the 

company with the best price will be ready to make your order. For this 

part of software I used SMALL and IF functions. The big part to make it 

work is the same as in the first step is to set up rules so the software will 

not take in to account 0 (zero) or negative values. 

 

Figure 6.10 2
nd

 Best price 

The last part of comparison table is simply difference between 

two best prices. That gives more clear understanding how much it can 

deviate from company to company. And give understanding how much 

we lose if we would select different company.  

 SEK -

 SEK 500,0

 SEK 1 000,0

 SEK 1 500,0

 SEK 2 000,0

 SEK 2 500,0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Price comparison chart 

Swedish AB 1 Swedish AB 2 Swedish AB 3 Latvian SIA 1

Chart 6.2 Price comparison 
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6.2 Critics of the new pricing software  
After implementing software in real production and receiving 

feedbacks. It became obvious that software is too fresh and need to be 

improved:  

 Making sophisticated software simulation for price comparison 

also lead to certain rigidity. As real tests showed that software is 

not so simple to be easily adopted. The main issue is because 

excel is not really correct program to build and maintain such a 

database. One of the biggest problems arises from the fact that 

cells are referred in the program with fixed formulas and 

addresses. If somebody will try to insert a line with additional 

part position or make changes in the price calculations it will 

impact the whole program because changes will not be done 

automatically on other cells of the worksheet and can cause 

mistakes in comparison table. But implementing security 

measures and limit access to the people can lead to safer result. 

 The final worksheet of the price comparison program is a 

complex table which is segmented in different modules big 

amount of values are interacting with each other and this leads to 

certain sophistication and non-user friendly attitude. As this 

program is privately developed inside the company there are no 

manual which could assist people to understand the program. 

 The calculations can be wrong if user will not update certain 

graphs like: currency exchange rate and amount of the machines 

to be purchased. And off-course if entire data base table is not 

updated up to date.  

Figure 6.11 Price difference 
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Conclusion 

Theoretical part 

Theoretical research about fish morphological properties and 

dimensions has already been done by some institutions and researchers. 

This data is currently used by fishermen on the sea vessels and 

companies developing processing equipment for the sea products. But 

despite high number of companies trying to compete on this market just 

a small bit of information is exposed to the worldwide. This is a fact that 

most of the theoretical data and charts are made by Island, Russian or 

Canadian institutions but even so there is too small amount of scientific 

papers and research available. 

But the information about morphological characteristics of the 

sea products is important data before engineers should proceed with 

development of fish processing machines. This is very powerful tool 

which can help to avoid and avoid unnecessary mistakes and off-course 

can give a fresh point of view and ideas for creating a concept of the 

processing machine.  

Summary 
In the end of this thesis was developed and designed new robust 

module of fish processing machine. In this machine were implemented 

technical solutions based on research and analysis of existing theoretical 

information. As well was created and implemented new system of price 

comparison for parts and units manufactured for the company. 

Nobbing machine: 

During thesis research were developed three conceptual models 

which were developed and sold in total eight machines were delivered to 

three different countries and more than four different customers.  
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Figure 7.1 Labin, Croatia (24.11.2012)    Figure 7.2 Liepaja, Latvia (14.10.2012) 

 Real tests in the field showed that machines are functioning well 

in fact our customers informing that machines are able to operate higher 

volume of product than we expected. Recently we received information 

from one of the customers that they are running 320 fish/min (defrosted) 

average and have ~1-2% of mistake. 

Price comparison system: 

The systems which aim in the first place was to link procedures 

related to supply and development departments. By making visible and 

easier to take right decision, and uniting both departments. In fact 

program possibility extended from its original state to more sectors and 

fields increasing its possibility options. By giving possibility to give 

price offer, reevaluate costs and total pricing, the system now allows to 

managers of SEAC AB to improve inventory and optimize supply chain. 

Future research 
 

In future SEAC AB should: 

 Continue research and develop existing nobbing machine 

universal and standard. 

 Proceed with more tests of different species’ of the fish. 

 Develop and adopt more new units like: Sectioning device and 

Vacuum device which will open new perspectives and will 

attract more potential customers.  
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 Introduce and educate more people of SEAC AB to pricing 

system. 

 Consider of creating pricing system like in-depended software 

which more sophisticated and user friendly for users. 

 Discuss and consider implementing forecasting system and 

decision making systems and QFD matrixes.  
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Appendix 

Comparison of Fish pockets F30 – F45; F60 – F90 
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Standard INVOICE. Example Nr.1 
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Standard INVOICE. Example Nr.2 
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Calculations of the design 

Motor selection 

Pitch between pockets: 47.625mm 

Nr. Of fishes required to process: 350 fishes/min 

Z1 = 161.95mm 

L – Arc length (mm) 

Lt – Total length (mm) 

N – number of rotations required to meet processing demand 

    
   

    
 

                

    
                  Equation 9.1 

1 rotation of Z1 = 508.781 mm 

                           

 Equation 9.2 

  
  

   
 

        

       
         Equation 9.3 

To process 350 fish/min main drive is required to rotate 32 times 

to meet our demand, out of standard book of the motors closest to our 

demand is K21R 80 G4 which has 36rot/min and is 0.75 kW 

Calculations of Chain transmition 

Chain: 

Calculations of chain transmition: 

Chain: Pitch 15.875mm; r=5.11,, 

  

  
       

  

  
 

  

  
     Equation 9.4 

                   

Standard chain – ISO 10B1 
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Chain Pitch – 15.875mm 

 Roller diameter d1=10.16mm; r=5.11mm 

Chain width – B = 9.65 = 9mm 

Sprocket chain calculations 

1. Middle diameter: 

    (
         

 
)   (

       

 
)          Equation 9.5 

                     

                         

2. External diameter (De) 

         
       

 
      Equation 9.6 

       

 
        

                              

3. Internal diameter (Di) 

             Equation 9.7 

                      

Tooth width B = 9.0mm 

Shaft diameter Ø30mm 

Sprocket calculation: 

Z2 = 14; 

T=15.875mm; 

R=5.11mm; 
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1. Middle diameter: 

    (
         

 
)   (

       

 
) 

                     

                             

2. External diameter (De) 

         
       

 
  

       

 
        

                              

 

3. Internal diameter (Di) 

         

                           

Tooth width B = 9.0mm 

Shaft diameter Ø25 

Measuring device 

calculations 

Middle diameter 

(Diameter of the teeth 

feet) = 161.95mm 

π=3.14159265 

Pitches of the Chain (ISO 

10B): 

15.88  

31.76 F30 

47.64 F45 

63.52 F60 

79.4  

95.28 F90 
Figure 9.1 Speed ratio schematics 
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Arc length of the conveyor sprocket: 

     
 

   
       

 

 

                                 

Amount of pockets pulled by the sprocket/revolution: 

    
  

  
 

  

  
 

  

  
 

  

  
  

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
          

         

    
  

  
 

  

  
 

  

  
 

  

  
  

 

 
 

     

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

                          

    
  

  
 

  

  
 

  

  
 

  

  
  

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
          

        

    
  

  
 

  

  
 

  

  
 

  

  
  

 

 
 

     

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

                         

 

Arc length 
Pitch Am. Of 

pockets 

508.780929 

95.28 5.33985 

63.52 8.00977 

47.64 10.67970 

31.76 16.01955 


